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FOREWORD
This is the final progress report describing work per-
formed by Thtokol Chemical Corporation, Reaction Hotors
Division, Denville, New Jersey under NASA Contract RA_-8-20057.
The work was performed under the cognizance of Messrs. Benford
Johnson and Dale Andrews, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
Huntsville, Ala.
The research effort reported herein was conducted during
the period 12 Aprll 1965 to 11 November 1965 on P_D Project
5804. The report was prepared by ir. W. Harsh who was also
techntoal program manager. The work was performed under
the cognizance of Mr. S. Tunkel, Research Engineering
Dept. Manager and Mr. A. Corbett, Section Supervisor.
Principal contributors In addition to the above, were
Messrs. E. Davis and G. Brown of the Scientific Analysis
Section and G. Itani of the Research Engineering Dept.
Additonai contributions to _ue effort w_ m,,_ -I personnel
of the Test Dept. as required.
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ABSTRACT
A program of analytical and experimental research
leading to selection of a gas mixture for dynamic simulation
of rocket exhausts has been conducted at Thlokoi _emlcai
Corporation, Reaction Motors Division. Analytical work
involved screening and evaluation of many candidate
gaseous compounds for their applicability to gamma, Mach
number and viscous flow similitude.
Nozzle flow tests were conducted with nitrogen, CF4,
ChC1F2, and mixtures of the same. Results were used in
determining the validity of theoretical computations
performed on mixtures. Mixtures of CF 4 and N2, with
C2F 6 as an optional additive were selected as being
capable of simulating a range of rocket engine system
parameters. C2H2F 2 was selected as an alternate additive
to replace C2F6__ The relative adv_ant_ages_o_f_these -
_ulant_ uv,=.,.- uu,,, .,..,,..uw .Zu2 u,=_umj_,uD_,,_u-_,.uu,.,_,.,_,
3F 6 or neat nitrogen are shown.
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NCUENCLATURE
A Area, ft.2
I a, b VanderWaal ' s constants
c* characteristic velocity, fps
I Cp specific heat at constant pressure
Cv specific heat at constant volume
I d diameter of flow passage, ft.
D
g
G
H
Isp
K
L
M
M.
1
n
P
Q
R
Re
T
equivalent diameter of heate_ ft.
weight of a constituent, lb.
mass velocity per unit cross sect. ib/sec-ft.
heat transfer coefficient, BTU/sec-ft2-°F
specific impulse, lbf.-sec./ll_m.
Thermal conductivity, BTU/sec-ft.-°F
length used in Reynolds number, ft.
Mach number
molecular weight of i th constituent
mean molecular weight
number of moles
pressure, psia
Heat flux, BTU/sec
ideal gas constant
Reynolds number
temperature (speclf_d units)
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time, sec.
volume, ft.3
ve!ocity, it/see
weight flow rate, lb/sec
weight, lb.
distance along nozzle axls, in.
nozzle area ratio (Ae/At)
ratlo of specific heats at a point
effective ratio of specific heats through process
viscosity, (mtcropotse_unless _pec!f!ed)
density, lb/ft 3, sl/ft 3, or g/cc
boundary layer thickness
nozzle exit half angle
SUBSCRIPTS
actual
average, or ambient
chamber
exhaust (exit plane)
based on L
model
nth node
first, or initial
regulator outlet
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I I . INTRODUCTI ON
I A. General
The simulation of exhaust Aets in model experiment_ in wind
i tunnels previously has assumed caloriftcally ideal in bothgases
the model and full-scale missile engines. This assumption implies
that the ratio of specific heats, _ - Cp/Cv, is a constant. In
I rocket engine expansions the specific heat ratio Is not constant.Due to the changing chemical composition throughout the expansion
cycle, the assumption of constant molecular weight is also in
Furthermore,error, gases having a gamma significantly differ-
I actual engine have been used in previous simulationent than the
work.
I The purpose of this program is to select simulant gas
mixtures applicable to small scale simulation of large clustered
rocket engines. Both analytical and experimental research
i leading to selection of such a simulant has been conducted to screencaudldate gases for their ability to simulate the rocket engine
combustion gases. The slmulant flow parameters have been investi-
gated for their ability to match three principal similarity
I laws involving specific heat ratio ( ), Mach number and the
viscous flow parameter p_/sA 4 These similarity laws are expressed
below.
I ,
)M =
i
I
I
I
Pressure Ratio
Turning Angle
Viscous Flow
The first two similarity rules have been met by simultaneous
matching of gamma and Mach number, since it ls belleved that errors
occur when using the turnlng angle similitude rule. The required
values of gamma have been obtalned by preparation of gas mlxtures
havlng both low and high gamma components. Proper Mach numbers
were obtained by adjustments in the expansion ratio. Viscous
flow similitude is met by simultaneous tailoring of the velocity,
density and viscosity of the gas mixture, by temperature control,
I
I
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I and by adjusting the length and scaling factor of the nozzle.
Analysis of the jet outside of the nozzle was performed on one
I of the slmulants to.determlne the _ach number, gamma, and viscousflow variations there.
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This final report describes the work accnmpli_hed during
the period from April 12, 1965 through November 11, 1965.
B. Summary of Previous Research
In recent efforts to simulate the clustered engines of the
Saturn V booster in small scale tests in wind tunnels, the
properties of the exhaust jet and the base pressure and circu-
lation were not in agreement with the full scale tests when
both were made at sea-level conditions. At altitude conditions,
the wind-tunnel tests did not agree with theoretical results, and
i_ is believed that the actual engines may also produce different
results at altitude.
There are many plausible analytical reasons why model tests
and full scale tests will disagree even when similitude is main-
tained according to the pressure ratio and turning angle rules.
According to Hensel (Ref. 10 ), the assumption of linear theory
in turning angle leads to significant error when the ratio of
exit to ambient pressure is greater than three. (It was also pre-
viously stated that the Prsndtl-Meyer turning angle equations
would be used if necessary in similitude analyses), Ignoring
RT products in a desire to use cold gas simulation, may be
another source of error, but there is some experimental evidence
that (RT)exh. does not effect the position of the exit and trans-
mitted shock waves. Nevertheless, cognizance of temperature is
obtained when scaling viscousueffects. It is certain, however, that
model experiments must match _ and Mach number slmultaneously.
The desire for cold gas simulation has led to the use of air,
helium, CO2, Argon, H2-CO 2 mixtures, nitrogen, SF 6 and H202 decom-
position products. For rocket engine exhaust gas simulatlon, all
but SF 6 and H202 products can be ruled out due to a mismatch in
or Mach number.
Attempts to achieve a useful simulation with nitrogen or air
were apparently unsuccessful due to the large discrepancies in
Mach number, gamma, and the density-viscosity combination governing
viscous flow scaling. Even though the similarity rules for pressure
ratios and turning angles were followed, the excessively high gamma
of nitrogen along with the low Mach number which was used to com-
pensate for gamma in the similitude rule were apparently responsible
for an erroneous plume shape and intersection pattern. The thick
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boundary layer which would build up in the small scale engine with
low density nitrogen (or air) was probably responsible for addi-
tional obscuring of the plume shape.
Decomposition of 90% H202 with a gamma value on the upper end
of the range for rocket engine simulation has been attempted, but
at the high area ratios of interest, some H20 condenses out of the
system rendering the test invalid. This has been true even with
100% H202 and simulation chamber pressures in excess of 1000 psta.
Sulfur hexafluoride, also used previously, would appear to
be an ideal simulant. Although pure sulfur hexafluoride is inert,
non-toxic, has a low gamma, and is gaseous down to low temperatures,
the commercially available compound contains lower fluorides of
sulfur which are highly toxic, and which readily hydrolyze in
water to release HF, another highly toxic and corrosive compound.
C. Program Objectives
(1) Gases and mixtures of gases will be screened for their
ability to meet the requirements of the various similarity rules
shown in the above section. Parameters such as specific heat
ratio, viscosity, expansion ratio vs. pressure drop, and the degree
of non-ideality will be studied. A method of determinin_ the
properties of mixtures other than those specifical]y tabulated will
be provided.
(2) The Jet geometry and boundary layer similitude will be
Studied in accordance with the similarity rules shown above. The
ability of the simulants to duplicate the plume intersection
geometry will be studied. A computer program will be used to
correlate theoretical data with experimental data to evaluate the
effects of various simulants and nozzle geometrics on the boundary
layer and plume geometry.
(3) Experiments will be conducted using the selected candidate
simulant gases to experimentally determine the effective specific
heat ratio through measurements of the pressure drop through a
supersonic deLaval nozzle, and anylcorrections that may be required
in the analytical data will be determined. The exact geometry
of the nozzle will be determined by doing a similarity analysis
of flow considering boundary layer as outlined above. The nozzle
will be tested and redesigned to meet the nozzle similarity require-
ments under experimental conditions.
-- 3 --
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(4) Results of the analytical and test programs will be used
as a basis for defining a si_ulant mixture which can be easily
modified to encompass a range of similarity parameters. A gener-
alized method for selecting or modifying a mixture is to be
developed and provided as a tool with which more specific work
can be done. Alternate slmui_oLs wail aiso be recommended, and
a complete list of all simulants considered will be provided with
the results of analytical and experimental studies.
4
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II. SIMUIANT GAS SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
A. Criteria for Selection
Simulant selection criteria, based on three similitude
rules and other requirements, have been established and the
ability of simulants to meet these criteria over a useful
range of parameters has been investigated. The selectlon of
simulant candidates was carried out with the requirements of
low gamma, high density, low boiling point, low toxicity, low
viscosity, and low cost in mind. If any of these conditions
were grossly violated, the gas in question was not considered.
!
|
!
!
The ability of simulants to duplicate the shape of a plume
having a changing gamma has been investigated as part of the
study. This has been a preliminary investigation pending a
specific application.
At the suggestion of NASA, the F-1 rocket engine, using
Lox/RP-1 propellant_ was taken for some of the sample calcula-
tions as a point where comparisons would be made between
simulants. Much of the screening of simulants was done using
the standard 1000 to 14.696 psia expansion. The following
guidelines were set up for the selection of simulant candidates
to be more intensively evaluated later.
i i. Gamma Requirements. The range of gamma encounteredin rocket combustion gases was found to be from 1.06
to about 1.35. Most of the values range from 1.15
to 1.25. Simulant candidates should have as low a
I gamma as possible. In order to simulate intermediate
values of gamma, diluents having higher gammas have
I
!
been considered for use in mixtures.
I The simulant with the lowest values of gamma was
found to be CRFe. Nitrogen was found to be a very
suitable diluent.
I is mandatory for a mixture. C2F 6 and CBrF 3found to be good fro this standpoint, v
2. Density Requirements. A high density is desirable
to meet the viscous flow requirement. It was foun6
that, all other things being equal, the highest
available density would be most desirable. In general,
an average density of more than 0.15 lb/ft 3 at S.T.P.
were
I
I -- 5
I
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3. Boiling Point. The boiling point at one atmosphere
I pressure gives an approximate indication of therelative vapor pressures over the entire temperature
:ange ?: inte:es:" F°r4 :he pu_p_°se_°T_prel___ina_y -
to avoid condensation in the plume near a wind tunnel
model, a boiling point of -100°F or less depending
I on Mach number and altitude may be required. Therefore,final consideration was given only to those simulants
having boiling points less than -100OF. CF 4 was found
to be the lowest_boiling low-gamma simulant. A vapor
I pressure diagram for several candidate simulants appears
in Figure 1.
I 4. Toxicity. After a wind tunnel therun, tunnel atmos-
phere will be contaminated with small amounts of
simulant. The simulants should not be toxic to
personnel workin_ on the model after a Tun. Th_w_
lammable mixtures which also rules out thermally
i unstable or combustible gases. Temperatures of 700 tolO00VF were assumed to be reached during tunnel
operation.
I 5. Cost Limitations. Cost was considered after the
preliminary screening eliminated most of the combus-
tible, unstable, toxic and higher-boiling compounds.
I A cost of $5.00/lb was considered the practical limitfor any component of a mixture and an average cost of
less than $3.00/lb was considered desirable. Most
simulants which meet the other requirements are
I marginal from this viewpoint.
6. Viscosit_ Requirements. The viscosity affects the
I viscous flow parameter and should be as small aspossible. A value of less than 100 micropoise at
the exit plane would be desirable but is obtained
only with some of the noble gases which have much too
higha gamma. The parameter (_t_//AA) was calculated
for all of the final candidates and used in the
selection and nozzle scaling process.
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The above considerations, if all strictly adhered to for
high altitude, high flight Mach number, large engine simulation,
would eliminate all known games in existence. Some have
marginal boiling points, s_ae have unacceptable viscous flow
flyable, or expensive.
For most altitudes and flight Mach numbers of interest,
however, gas mixtures have been found which give far better
simulation than the previously used methods. These methods,
which involve a variety of working fluids, are outlined with
their shortcomings in Table I. The approaches which have
been taken to alleviate these shortcomings are outlined in
Table II.
I
I
I
The requirement of a low gamma points to the need for a
polyatomic gaseous molecule. The requirement of a high
density leans in favor of heavy molecules, such as those
containing chlorine or bromine. A low boiling point leans in
elements such as hydrogen and fluorine.
I A large number of gases are available, including the
hydrocarbon family (such as CH4, C2H4, etc.), the fluoro-
carbons (such as OF 4) and other miscellaneous gases such as
I NH3, SiF4, SiH4, C02, N20 , etc. Toxicity (and also flammability,
reactivity, and poor thermal stabllity) rule out the hydro-
carbons, silane, and ammonia. The series of hydrocarbons
I and their fluorine and chlorine-containlng counterparts encompassa large number of possible gases. Not all have been synthesized,
however, and most are liquid in the temperature range of interest.
Figure 2 illustrates the arrangement of possible compounds.
I The compounds marked with an asterisk have bolling points
appllcable to the needs of simulation and are non-toxlc and
non-reactive.
| ! :
Estimates Indicate that gamma does not change very rapidly
in the immediate plume (within two exit diameters) either in
i the actual engine or in the model. Differences In the ratesof change in gamma are therefore unimportant, except in the
boundary layer which consists of turbine exhaust gases. These
gases are expected to have an intermediate gamma between the core
I and air, due to their low temperature and fuel-rich nature. The
effect of the turbine exhaust gas burning in the air is expected
to produce some fluctuations of the gamma in the boundary layer,
I but a complete description of this process was beyond :the scopeof the program.
I
I
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TABLE I
VARIOUS METHODS OF SIMULATION
PREVIOUSLY IN USE
Method and
Working Fluid
Cold flow using air
or nitrogen
Hot flow with H202
decomposition
products
Hot flow with combustion
of actual propellants
being simulated
Cold flow with
sulfur hexafluortde
Disadvantages
Gamma too high and changes too
little. Viscous flow problems.
Condensation occurs in nozzle.
Severe Reynoldgs No. problem.
Gamma still not controllable.
Severe Reynoldts No. problem_
Severe heat and contamination
problems.
Gamma too low (unless mixed
with nitrogen). Highly toxic
and corrosive impurities and
decomposition products.
Marginal boiling point.
Viscous flow problem.
m 9
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TABLE II
APPROACHES TAKEN TO ALLEVIATE
SHORTC(HINGS OF PREVIOUS METHODS
Problem Areas
Gamma too high or
too low.
Toxic and corrosive
gases and products.
YiSCn-_ flow (Reyno]d's
No.) problems.
Boiling point too high,
causing condensation.
Approaches to Solution
Use of binary or ternary
mixtures containing low
and high gamma components.
Use of stable, non-toxlc
inert fluorocarbons and
nitrogen.
Ga_ mixture optimization:
Special nozzle and turbine
exhaust inlet configurations.
Use of the lowest-boiling
gases available.
-- 10 --
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CH 4
CH3F_
/'11D" _ "l_ _ el,
v'_Z" Z T
CHF3*
CT4V
C2H4
C2H3F
CoHoFo*
C2HF3*
C2F4"
C2H 6
C2H5 F
C2H4F2 _
C2H3F3e
C2H2F4*
C21tF5"
C2F6"
METHANE GROUP
f_llor 8-1-1 _1_ I_ITT .. de"w'tnl _
,.*..2,.o_.Z
CHClF2* CHClzF CHC13
i
CC1F3* CC12F 2 CC13F CC14
ETHYLENE GROUP
C2H3Cl
C2H2C]F C2H2C!2
C2HC1F2 C2HClzF C2HC13
C2C1F3" C2C12F2 C2C13F C2C14
ETHANE GROUP
C2H5C1
C2H4C1F
C2H3C1F2
C2H2C1F 3
C2HC1F 4
C2C1F5"
C2H4C12
CzH3C12F C2H3C13
C2H2C12F 2 C2H2C13 F
C2HC12F3 C2HC13F 2
C2C12F4 C2C13F3
C2H2C14
C2HC14 F
C2C14F2
C2HC15
C2C15F C2C16
I
I
I
I
Figure 2. Possible Compounds in the Hydro-Fluoro-
Chlorocarbon Series
-- 11 --
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B. Analytical Selection Procedure
Once the characteristics of the full scale engine have
been obtained, the simulant selection process is undertaken in
*I ..... .L
(I) From a list of all available gases, eliminate those
which are grossly unacceptable from the standpoints of:
(a) Boiling Point
(b) Toxicity and Reactivity
(c) Cost and Availability
(d) Gamma
(e) p//_ (density/viscosity)
| "
fluorocarbons and nitrogen diluent. In general, for smaller
i full scale engines, the density and viscosity requirementsbecome less stringent as the model scale factor increases.
Table III gives a comprehensive list of low boiling gases.
I
I
I
I
'(2) The performance of the remaining candidates is evalu-
ated'over a range of temperatures and pressure ratios, using
the Simulant characterization program discussed in more detail
in Appendix A. This program computes gamma, Mach number,
density, exhaust temperature; velocity, specific heat, area
ratio and other parameters as a function of pressure ratio,
chamber temperature, and the gas thermodynamic data. Viscosity
may be calculated or estimated from viscosity vs. temperature
data or from empirical relationships. Computer programs
are usually available to do this.
With this data available, plots of _ e, Me, and
the viscous flow parameter p_6_ are prepared for the
gases over the ranges Of temperature and pressure ratio of
I interest. From these plots, approximate binary and ternary
mixtures can be chosen for various pressure ratios which
match V e and Me of the actual engine. These mixtures will
I consist of one having a lower gamma.than the actualgas
engine and another gas having a higher gamma. From a viscosity
standpoint, a low exhaust temperature is desirable, as long o
I as Pe does not exceed the vapor pressure at Te.
I
I
-- 12 --
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NOTES
ae Exit plane gamma; Pc " 1000 psia, Tc - 400°F,
and Pe " 14.696 psia.
be Density of gas at one atmosphere pressure and
70OF.
c. Viscosity in micropoise at exit plane; Pc " I000 psia,
I Tc - 400°F and Pe " 14.696 psia.
d. At exit plane; Pc " 1000 psia, Tc - 400°F, and
l Pe " 14.696 psia.
e. Estimated.
I f. Velocity at exit plane in feet/second; Pc" 1000 psia,
T c - 400OF and Pe " 14.696 psia.
I
I
I
ge
he
"Freon 502": DuPont's designation for an azeotropic
mixture of 48.8 wt. % CHCIF2 and 51.2 wt. %
C2CLF5.
Carrene-7:
CC12F 2 .
An azeotropic mixture of C2H4F 2 and
I
I
!
I
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Chemical
Formula
He
_2
Ar
CF4
s_
g20
o_ 3
CCIF3
SiF4
CarF3
_z
F-50_(g)
CHClF2
c2c_ 5
c_g
c2c_ 3
c-7(h)
ccl2F2
c_a_F2
Boiling
Point oF
-453.8
-Zgcv,_'+
-302.3
-i98._
-169.2
-129.1
-122.3
-115 -9
-114.6
-!_c9o__
-lO9.3
-lO9.O
-lO8.8
- 97-5
- 85.0
- 82.0
- 72.0
- 60.9
- 52.2
- 5o.1
- 41._
- 37-7
- 35-9
- 36.e
- 28.0
- 21.6
- 12.5
- ]_l.6
Critical
T_.°F
-450.2
--F.T.Jf--._
-187.6
- _9-9
+ 25.7
+ 97-7
+ 86.2
+ 79-
+ 83.8
88.0
92.
_5.8
Critical
Press. psia
33.2
?o5.4
_-9
?o5._
1o53.7
690.9
91!.
lO72.8
_o.
hSo.
735.o
5_5-
29-3
114.
153-
173.
C_t
9-_
V.V I
i._
5._
_._
0._
i._
5-00
4.50
_-00
o.15
2.50
2.50
3.65
i._
2._
3-00
10.00
TAmm vrr . SUMMARY OF SI_
Typical
1.660e
l.j2?
1.668e
1.156
1.298
i.i38
i._
i.i38
1.331
1.076
i.150e
i.08e
1.333e
1.260
(b)
.0_03
.v i¢._
.io35
-227
.0827
.1147
.167
.182
.286
.o_85
.ii_6
.3_
.119
.270
.383
.614
.150e
i93.6 1.26 i.147 .iT_
205. 716. o.57 l.i?? .:_7
iF.9 453. 2.00 1.117e -119
2.00
i.125
1.282
o.29
0.56
0.50
221. 631.
23_. 597.
200. k60.
289.5 969.
.303
.333
.185
.i316
JLWT CANDIDATE PROPEHTIES
Viscosity _ No.
(c) (d)
.IL.UU 3._i
3.o3
3.13
3.0_
3.0_
3.03
3.12
2.99
3.06
3.0_
3.03
3.0_
3.02
117
112
165
!__Te
162
161e
193
113
ii0
135
3-03
108
Toxicity
n
n
n
n
low
low
n
n
low
n
n
_ed.
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
reed°
Reactivity
n
n
n
n
n
n
11
n
n
n
ii
ll
.,i
n
n
II
II
n
reed.
lllrJlm_t
v__oci_(_)
2T'_.z
2o88.5
1819._
2_.1
2141.9
200b.2
1679._
23_.7
1518.1
z_._
16_.2
1815._
,580_-F
Useful As
Simulant
diluent
diiuen_
diluent
yes
no
Y
yes
yes
yes
Y
Y
yes
?
Y
no
Y
no
Y
Y
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
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!
The properties of CF4, C2Ffi, C.HoF., CCIF., CHFR,
CHCIF , CBrF and some miitur_s-hav_ 8e_n lnve_tlgated over| 2 3a vide range of pressure ratios and temperatures. The
tables in Appendix B exemplify the fact that Mach number
is primarily a function of pressure rat_n nnly _nd _hatJ" e
I is a function of both temperature and pressure ratio.
Theoretical analyseq of the Qlm,,lants _ndlcate that
I F_ch number and _e are linear functions of log (Pc/Pe).Figures 3 and 4 show _e and Me as a function of pressure
ratio and chamber temperature for CF4, C2F 6 and nitrogen.
I approximate mixtures have been selected from the(3) After
gamma -Hach number plots for slngle compounds, these
mixtures are evaluated, using the Simulant Characterization
Program to determine, by trial and error or by plotting,
the correct mixture ratios which provide exact matching of
gamma and Mach number simultaneously.
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
After a group of mixtures (at different pressure ratios
and chamber temperatures) are characterized it is necessary
to determine If the pressure exceeds the vapor pressure
of any of the components during the expansion. Those
mixtures having condensation problems must either be elim-
inated, or changed to a higher chamber temperature.
The final group of mixtures are then cgmpared for
the value of the viscous flow parameter_l//J_ which must
be maximized. Once the mixture is establish- ed, the scaling
and compression factors are determined from the viscous
flow similarity rule. Use of the viscous flow relations is
described in detail in section III A.
In summary then, the following outline (Table IV)
shows the procedure which has been established for selecting
s imu lant s.
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TABLE IV. OUTLINE OF SIMULANT SELECTION PROCEDURE
1. Preliminary Screening.
a. All available gases surveyed (refer to Figure 2 and Table III).
b. Eliminate high boiling, toxic, high gamma, and unavailable
or expensive gases.
2. Character izat ion.
a. Characterize remaining gases using the Simulant Characterization
Program (Appendix A).
b. Plot resulting gamma, Mach number and viscous flow parameter
as function of Pc/P e and Tc.
c. Select cumponent_ for mixtures which will simultaneously
match gamma and Mach number.
3. Optimization of Mixture Ratios
a. Determine exact mixture ratios required for a reasonable
range of Pc/Pe and T c.
b. Eliminate range of mixtures showing possibility of condensing
in the exhaust.
c. Select the mixture having the maximum viscous flow parameter
from the remaining mixtures.
17 --
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C. Properties and Ratin_ of Candidates
A search of the technical literature dealing vlth large-
molecule gas thermodynamic properties has yielded important
information on the thermodynamic properties of many fluoro-
carbons and other gases.
The principal candidates are the low-boiling fluorocarbons
and CO2. Since the gamma of CO2 is on the high end of the range
of interest It was excluded from consideration, as either a
diluent or a simulan_ due to the better Hach number and bolltng
point of nitrogen. The fluorocarbons are of the same form as
hydrocarbons wlth fluorine, and sometimes chlorine or bromine
ztoms in place of some or all of the hydrogen atoms (Refer to
Figure 2). For example, for the 5=atom configurations, four atoms
in any combination of fluorine, chlorine, bromine or hydrogen
can combine with a carbon atom. The important candidates have
been listed and are shown in Table III.
Figure 1 shows the vapor pressures of a number of these
gases as a function of temperature. In addition to the computor
program discussed in the previous section, Appendix B gives the
properties and performance of several of the simulant candidates.
Since these gases are known by several trade names such as "Freon"
and "Genetron", they will be referred to by their chemical formula
to avoid confusion. Ratings have been applied to these candidates
to indicate the extent of our knowledge of their properties, their
applicability to simulation, and cost. Table V illustrates the
compounds, the hydrocarbons from which they are derived, and their
ratings as simulants.
The gases which have been thoroughly characterized and remain
under conslderation as simulant ingredients are listed below, along
with their common trade names°
CF
CH_
ccl_
CBrF_
C2F4
CHCIF2/C2ClF5
C2HZF_
C2F 6
Freon 14
Freon 23
Freon 13
Freon 13B1
Tetrafluoroethylene
Freon 502
Vinylidene Fluoride
Freon 116
18--
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TABLE V
RATING OF VARIOUS FLUOROCARBON SIMULANT CANDIDATES
(Ratings : O-Unsuitable, l=Barely Suitable, 2=Moderately Suitable
i No. ofAtoms
i 5
I
I
Hydro-
carbons
CH4
6 C2H 4
8 c2_ 6
Azeotropic
Mixture
3=Excellent)
Fluoro-
carbons
CF 4
CHF 3
CH2F2
CC1F 3
UUi2_" 2
CBrF 3
CHC1F 2
CH3C1
C2F 4
C2H2F2
C2F 6
C2CIF 5
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Simulation
Capability
3
2
1
2
0
1
0
0
2
3
2
0
1CHCIF2/C2CIF 5
Certainty
of Data
3
3
1
3
3
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
Cost
1
1
0
1
2
2
3
0
2
3
2
2
2
19
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The gases listed above have been found to exhibit properties
which make them all possible simulant candidates, depending on the
actual propellant system to be simulated, and the degree of slze
scaling required. The complete analysis of the properties in-
dicates that of these gases, CF 4 and C2F 6, when mixed with nitrogen,
wlll form mixtures covering the range of gammas and Mach numbers
of primary interest. (That is, gammas between 1.15 and 1.30 and
Mach numbers between 3 and 4 at reasonable pressure ratios).
Binary mixtures will also cover this range of gammas and Mach
numbers if chamber temperature is adjusted. Ternary mixtures,
however, enable chamber temperature to be adjusted solely on the
basis of condensation and viscous flow considerations.
m 20
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IIl. GAS MIXTURE AND NOZZLE OPTIMIZATION
A. Viscous Flow Requirements
_._j ..... .i=_._ ''-- _Imll _.ue" rule indicates that
the length should be scaled down more than the diameter, indicating
that the contour may have to be compressed. The viscous flow
slmilltude rule is expressed as:
!
!
We define the model nozzle compression factor as:
!
!
(1)
! substituting KMdM/d A for XM/X A in (I) and squaring both sides
yields:
!
!
-- _ (3)
!
!
I This rule will be satisfied by constructing a-model with a
sultab19 characterlstlc length XM, after maximizing the quantlty
i (_I/ff/x_) by selecting the additlve simulanto Indications arethat'§hch compression can take p ace to a moderate ex ent without
disrupting smooth expansion. The minimum practlcal compression
factor has been estimated as approximately 0.30 to 0.35. The
maximum practical value of dM/dA is believed to be .030.
The actual contour of the engine to be simulated is a
relatively long bell-shaped nozzle. Among the conditions
essential to simulating the plume shape, is one that the exit
!
!
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half angle be of the proper value. A small difference may be
necessary for complete matching of plume shapes by compensating
for different rates of change in _ between actual and model
I engines.
I actual engine, there is no limitation on the internal contour
except that the flow should not separate or shock down to sub-
sonic velocities.
I . . f_. . areaThe value of  /  or engines using propellants,
ratios and pressure ratios similar to the F-1 engine is approx-
i lmately .0064 (g/cc) (ft/sec)/(micropoise).
In the case of the ternary mixtures <discussed in the
following section), the attainable value of (_//_) is approx-
I imately .054 at Pc = I000 psia, and .074 at Pc - 1500 psla, for
a pressure ratio of 150.
I
I
It has been determined that the nozzle compression Lactor
applies mainly to the turbine exhaust which fnwm_ *he ma3er b-,,-A-_y
layer. The core flow does not have to meet the similitude rule
exactly, unless the turbine exhaust is absent in the model. For
this reason, inserting a turbine exhaust flow into the model
sufficiently far downstream in the nozzle is advantageous from
the standpoint of making it easier to meet the viscous flow
I similitude requirement in the boundary layer without compressingthe nozzle unduly.
A reasonably close adherence to the viscous flow rule has
I been shown to be possible with the core flow. In addition, the
turbine exhaust affords a means of meeting this rule with precision.
Figure 5 illustrates the relationships between </_17_/_A//A IIA/_6 _ ),
I dM/d A and KM required to satisfy the viscous flow rule. "Specif'ically,
KM vs. the viscous flow parameter ratio is shown for several values
of dM/dA.
I
I
I
I
I
I
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S. Predicted Behavior of Selected Mixtures
Simultaneous simulation of the exhaust pressure, Mach number
and _ , can be closely approached for real engines having Mach
numbers in the 3 to 5 range uelng _ome ,_m_ed _m,,1_,t_ For
example, Figures 3 and 4 show that the F-1 engine, having an
exhaust Mach number of 3.57, a _ ex of 1.22 and Pe = 6.7 could
be simulated by CF 4 at a Pc/Pe ratio of approximately 208, and
a chamber temperature of approximately 176 degrees Fo These
values are in the mid-range of the RP-1/LOX data obtained from NASA.
i As a result of carrying out the selection process outlinedin the.preceeding section,, ternary mixtures of CF2, C2F 6 and N 2
were chosen and further investigated analytically for their
ability to meet the similitude requirements of the F-1 engine
I model. It has been found that the mixtures will exactly matchgamma and Mach number simultaneously. Tables VI and VII show
Me, _e and p_f/_ for various pressure ratios with chamber pressures
of I000 and 1500 psla, respectively. The higher chamber temper-ature in the 1500 psia cases reflects an attemvt to keeu the
temperature--pressure_e_ationship parallel to-the vapor prpssure
curves shown in Figure 1. The triangular contour plots in F_gures 6
and 7 show constant _ and constant Me curves for these mixtures.
Viscous flow similitude is met with these mixtures only in
relatively large scale nozzles with considerable compression
(See Figure 5.) As a result, it is advisable here to use the turbine
exhaust as a device to meet viscous flow similitude without
nozzle compression as described in the preceeding section°
At extremely high altitudes and Mach numbers, the wind
tunnel atmosphere may be below the condensation temperature of C2F 6.
When this occurs it is eliminated, requiring a higher chamber
temperature to meet gamma and correspondingly poorer viscous
properties. Proper placement of the turbine exhaust may alleviate
this problem. Under these conditions neat CF 4 or a mixture
containing a small percentage of nitrogen would be used.
24
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TABLE VI
I PERFORMANCE OF TERNARY MIXTORES AT Pc =
AND ,Tc = 80°F, F0B VARIOUS EXIT PRESSURES
i
I Ingredients, % b.w. Pc/Pe Pe Math "7
CF 4 C2F6 N 2 _ psla. No.
I m
17
| 17
17
| 15
!! 19
37
| 37
| 37
35
| 39
55
| 55
53
I 57'
50
48
46
50
46
41
39
37
41
37
33
31
29
33
29
33
35
37
35
35
22
24
26
24
24
12
150
175
200
6. 667
5. 714
5. 000
3.53
3.54
3.56
3.54
3.54
3.55
3o 57
30 58
3.56
30 57
3.57
1000 psta,
1. 240
1. 246
lo 253
1. 244
1o 249
1.223
10230
1o238
1.228
1.233
14
16
14
14
1. 204
3.58 1.212
3.59 1.221
3.58 1.210
3.58 1.215
/Oe _fe_¢e
0.0517
000532
0.0547
O. 0529
O o0536
0.0465
O. O480
0.0475
O. 04 74
0.0484
0.0413
O. 0428
O. 0397
000425
O o0431
I
I
I
I
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TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE OF TERNARY MIXTURES AT Pc'' 1500 psia,
AND Tc = llS°FFOR VARIOUS EXIT PRESSURES
Ingredients _ b.w.
CF 4
37
37
37
35
39
55
55
55
53
57
75
75
75
73
77
C2F 6 N2
40 23
38 25
36 27
40 25
36 25
32 13
30 15.
28 17
32 15
28 15
23 2
21 4
19 6
23 4
19 4
Pc/Pe
175
200
225
Pe
psia
8. 571
7. 500
6.667
llach
NOo
3.55
3.56
3.58
3.56
3.56
3.56
3.58
h-
-3.59
3.57
3.58
3.56
3.57
3.59
3.57
30 58
T
1.220
1.228
1o235
10225
1.230 _
1.201
1.209
1.218
1.207
1.212
A_/pe
0.0626
0.0628
0.0647
0.0625
0=0632
0.0545
O o0564
O. 0566
O o0560
0.0569
1.175
1.184
1.194
1.182
1.187
0.0488
0.0492
0.0512
0.0489
0.0496
-- 26
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I C. Nozzle and Turbire Exhaust Inlet Requirements
The exact contour of the nozzles of most actual engines is
a relatively long bell-shape. Among the conditions essential to
simulating the plume shape, is one that the exit half angle,_/_,
be of the proper value. For simulation of the F-1 engine _._
I must be approximately equal to the lO-degree divergence of the
actual engine. A small difference may be necessary for complete
matching of plume shapes by compensating for different rates of
I change in _ between actual and model engines.
Although the external shape must faithfully duplicate the
actual engine, there is no limitation OL the interna "_ contour
except that the flow should not separate or snu_a uown to sub-
sonic velocities.
Study of the viscous flow similitude indicates that the length
should be scaled down more than the diameter, to reduce bcundary
layer build-up, indicating that the contour may either have to be
compressed or the turbine exhaust brought in further downstream.
indications are that compression can take place to only a moderate
extent without disrupting smooth expansion. Figure 8 illustrated
various degrees of compression.
At the high altitude and high Mach number conditions mentioned
earlier, the boundary layer thickness must be controlled through
placement of the turbine exhaust inlet. The area ratio where the
turbine exhaust enters the F-1 engine nozzle is approximately 10.
The distance between this inlet and the exist plane ( _ = 16)
must be reduced in direct proportion to the required nozzle com-
pression factor. Thus, a factor of 0.3 leads to placement of the
turbine exhaust at E - 14, and a factor of 0.15 leads to placement
of the turbine exhaust at E ffi 15.
29
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
AND' PROCEDURE
A. Apparatus Design and Description
The apparatus was designed to provide a steady state flow of
gas for up to 3 seconds at a chamber pressure of 1000 psia, through
a 1/2-inch diameter nozzle throat.
An analog simulation of the contemplated apparatus was
prepared and used in the design of the system. Of particular
imvortance was the design of the heater which was used to heat the
simulants. Flow tests with nitrogen gas were made to determine
the behavior of the apparatus. Operation was analyzed and found
to be satisfactory and in good agreement with the analog computer
results. The analog computer program equations including a
block diagram of the computer circuitry appear in Appendix C.
Table VIII shows the parameters given by the analog program for
the heater one second after the valve opens.
The apparatus was assembled in Test Stand 2A in Thiokol-
RMD's Test Area A. The test stand consists of a firing bay housing
the apparatus, and a control room which houses a control console
and strip chart recorders. A central instrumentation building is
located within the area and services the test stand with high-
speed recording equipment° Also provided within the area is a high
pressure, regulated, nitrogen gas cascade system° The nitrogen
system has been used to check out the test setup and provides the
high pressure nitrogen required for some of the testing°
The test setup for the evaluation of simulant gas mixtures
consists of a high pressure reservoir, pressure regulator, upstream
valve, heater, prop valve (dOwnstream) chamber, and nozzle° System
design parameters are 2190 psig tank working pressure, 20 lb/sec
maximum gas flowrate and 1150 psigchamber pressure° Figure 9 is
a schematic diagram of the apparatus. Figure 10 is a photograph
of the completed setup installed in the test bay.
The run tank consists of a carbon steel tank fabricated from
standard heavy wall tubing components° Heating elements surrounding
the tank are used to electrically heat the gas mixture in the tank
to prevent condensation of the simulants in the pressure regulator
and to reduce the required size of the downstream heater° The run
tank has a volume of 4.925 cubic feet and has ,a maximum working
pressure of 2190 psig at 650OFo The tank has been hydrotested
at 3280 psigo The tank temperature capability provided by the
strip heaters is 250OF. The outer surface of the reservoir has
31
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TABLE VII I
TYPICAL OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THE
_ATER AFTER ONE SECOND OF OPEItATION
* Total weight of balls
* Diameter Of balls
* Run tank initial pressure
* Run tank temperature
* Plenum chamber volume
* Inlet gas pressure
Inlet Ea_ temperat_ _e
* Initial Heater Temperature
Temperature, First Node
Temperature, Last Node
* Electrical power input
Outlet gas pressure
Outlet gas temperature
* Valve opening time
Time to reach steady state (approx.)
420 lbs.
0.500 in.
2000 psia
O
212 F
0.2 ft 3
1000 psia
700°F
694.6°F
699.5°F
15 kw
994 psia
0
605 F
0.4 sec.
0°5 sec.
*Initial conditions. All other conditions
are results at one second.
32 __
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Compr. Inlet
I Compressor
! Run Tank _ Ng_ Control
I I I -
egulator
I
' ii ''C _ _ozzle
I Chamber
Heater
I Burst Disc
' •Remote Hand Oper. Pressure
I Opero Valve Valve Regulator
I Figure 9.
Schematic Diagram of Apparatus
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been insulated to maintain the desired temperature of the gas
mixture during testing. A thermostat ranging from 0-250OF
was installed to control the reservoir's temperature.
The 2-inch ball valves, manufactured by W.K.M. Industrie_ Inc.
have a rated pressure oz ±_uu psig and t_mpera_ure oi ouu-_o "_uc
valves contain teflon seats and seals° These valves are operated
by pneumatic actuators. The opening and closing times have been
reduced to approximately 0.4 seconds with an actuator pressure
of 150 psig and a 3/8 inch feed llne.
The pressure_reducing regulator is of the balanced pressure
type, manufactured by the Grove Regulator: Company. The regulator
has a maximum inlet pressure of 3500 psig and an outlet pressure
of 1500 psig with a minimum pressure drop of 50 psig, The
minimum inlet and outlet pressures are i00 and 50 psig, respectively°
The maximum operating temperature of the regulator is 300OF.
The downstream gas heater is a pebble_bed .type containing
its interior diameter is 6,,625 inches. The weight of the steel
balls is approximately 420 pounds. The six tubular heater rods
immersed in the balls are thermostatically controlled and are _
capable of preheating the balls to a maximum of 650°F. The
maximum workingpressure of the heater is 1350 psig at 650°F.
However, a 350OF working temperature limit has been imposed on
the heater by the downstream prop valve seal and seat material.
The heater has a potential temperature capability of 1000°F at
lower pressures. The heater is capable of heating the gas to
within 50°F of the ball temperature. The chamber temperature
rises to this temperature in approximately 3 seconds with the*large
plenum chamber and 1 second with the smaller chamber A cutaway
view of the heater is shown in Figure II.
Two chambers were designed and fabricated for the program.
One was a large cylindrical plenum chamber designed %o insure
adequate settling of the gas. This chamber was .flanged at bot_
ends for attachment to the prop valve and attachment of the nozzle.
Allowances were made to accommodate different nozzle configurations
without any changes in the chamber itself. The small chamber was
designed when it was found necessary to reduce the chamber temper-
ature-rise time. The volumes _f the two chambers are 0.I ft 3
and 0.01 ft3, respectively. A cutaway view of the_large chamber
is shown in Figure 12.
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B. Data Acquisition and Reduction
Each chamber contained two pressure taps so that the
effects of gas velocity and interchanging of pickups could be
pressure and the other would see static pressure. The stagnation
tap reading was used, initially, providing it was the highest.
If the static tap read higher, the data was not used. Figure 13
shows schematically, the arrangement of pressure taps in the
two chambers. (Chambers are not shown to scale, since the one
with the standpipe is much larger than the smaller one.) The
nozzles are also shown with their approximate static tap locations.
The chamber pressure transducers were interchanged after
run 2AX-3999 on the large chamber and a difference of 2.6% was
discovered between the two transducers in addition to the
difference between locations. Comparison of the results with
the known properties of nitrogen indicated that an average
between the two transducers would give resu]t_ closer than either
a more precise correction of little value, since the error possible
in reading the traces was as large as the difference between
transducers. (See Section V-E.)
The conical nozzle was constructed in two sections. One
section contained a pressure tap at an area ratio of 4.06 and the
other contained a pressure tap at an area ratio of 9.1. Runs 3990
through 3999 were conducted with only the _ ffi 4_06 nozzle section.
The remaining runs (except 4015 - 4017) used both nozzle sections.
Figure 14 shows a detail drawing of the conical nozzle assembly.
The actual area ratios were neasured after fabrication.
The data reduction procedure is outlined in Appendix D,
along with an example from the test data.
m 38
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Figure 13. Pressure Tap Locations
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C. Test Program
I Simulant tests were conducted in test stand 2-A to experi-mentally measure the effective specific heat ratio, T, and the
pressure drop through conical and overturned bell nozzles.
I The entire test program is summarized in Table IX in
chronological order. Tests have been conducted with N2, CF4,
and mixtures containing N2, CF4, and CHC1F_. Both binary and
ternary mixtures were used. CHC1F 2 was used instead of C2F 6
since it was well-known and less expensive. It cannot be used as
a simulant, however because its boiling point is too high.
I
I
I
The initial flow tests were made with neat N 2 to check
out the apparatus. Two cylinders:of CHCIF 2 and 12 cylinders of
CF4 were consumed. A total of 44 tests were conducted.
|
g
I
!
I
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Run
Number
2AX-
3990-95
3996-99
4000- 02
4003-08
4oo%1o
40ii-i4
4o15-17
4018-19
4020-30
4031-33
_IX
SUMMARY OF TESTS
Purpose of
Series
Checkout and
Calibration
__m_a_
Mixture _)
Evaluat ion
N2 gamma
CF4 gamma
B_x'y
Mixtures
Small Chamber
Calibration
Compressed
Nozzle _)
Evaluation
CF4 gamma
Binary gamma
Ternary gamma
_s
used
N
CF4
cF4/_2
N2
CF4
cF4/N2
c_4_/F22
49.
Max.
4.O6
4.06
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.5
9.1
9.1
9.1
7"Am,_o4
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Nozzle
_e
Conical
Conical
Conic al
Conical
Conical
Bell
Conical
Conical
Conical
P_ Range lNo.Tests
(_si_) laiv_g
Valid Data
5
39o-82o 3
715-935 3
650-1110 6
600 2
1000-3-150 3
590 2
800-L130 i0
6oo-9oo 3
66o-98o
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Experimental Procedure
Referring to the hardware schematic (Figure 9
experimental procedure was as follows.
(i) Aue pebble bed heatei _ po#ei _ _, tu.u_d u..
are initially closed.
) the
(z) Simulants are loaded into the run tank beginning with
the one at the lowest supply pressure. Loading takes,
place until the desired partlal pressures are reached
with each simulant. Pressure and temperature of the
run tank contents are carefully recorded for each
simulant addition.
(3) Power to run tank heaters is turned on to bring run
tank to desired operating temperature.
(4) Pressure regulator is adjusted _o approximately 50 psi
h_h_ th_n d_t_ rhnmh_w pr_11r_
15
(5)
(6)
Upstream valve bypass valve is opened to fill heater
slowly.
When pebble bed heater comes to approximately the
desired chamber temperature, recorders are started.
(8)"
(7) Run commences about 1/2 second after recorders start
by opening of prop valve.
At end of run, upstream valve is closed first, then
prop valve, by automatic timer.
(9) Recorders are stopped; heaters are shut off.
(10) If same simulant mix is to be tested again, procedure
is repeated, except step 2. _.
(ii) Ira different mix is_to be run, heater is emptied _y
opening prop valve. Lne loading procedure is slmilar,
except that the mixture already in the run tank must be
taken into account when selecting desired incremental
increases in partial pressures of the ingredients.
After closing the pro'p valve, the procedure is repeated•
Tank pressure and temperature were read from strip chart
recorders in the control room. During the run, the resulting
chamber and nozzle conditions were recorded on high speed
recorders in the central instrumentation building.
43
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Simulants were loaded with the run tank cold and the shipping
cylinders in the sun to speed the loading. The compressor was
used whenever the required tank pressure exceeded the final shipping
cyllnder pressure. Heating the run tank provided for longer run
duration by increasing the pressure, and prevented condensation
-- 44
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Vo RESULTS OF TESTS
A. Nitrogen Tests
_"__e test program proceeded in a step-by-step manner from
check-out of the apparatus with nitrogen, through testing of
CF4, to testing of binary and ternary mixtures. The test
program was directed toward demonstrating that our method of
predicting _ is accurate. Assuming an isentropic expansion,
_can be determined by measuring area ratio (Ae/At) and pressure
ratio (Pc/Pe).
Initial tests were made using nitrogen at approximately
100°F, area ratios of 4.06 and 9.1, and a range of chamber pressures
from approximately 620 psia to 930 psia. Additional tests
were performed with nitrogen when different chambers or nozzles
were used. Theoriginal purpose of nitrogen tests was to use the
"errors'* resulting in these tests to correct all other tests
assuming that nitrogen was known to a high degree of precision.
Tb_s was not done due to the following reasons: (See sect. V-D).
lo Errors (or differences) were not completely consistent
but depended on chamber configuration, area ratio and
the particular calibrations in effect at the time of the
test.
. The errors were relatively small (less than5%) for most
of the gas mixtures as well as for nitrogen.
. Some differences were found in the theoretical values of
for nitrogen reported in the literature. The
theoretical values reported for the temperature range
of interest ranged from 1.39 to 1.43. The data which
we used leads to a value of about 1.395 to 1.400.
The test results for nitrogen with the 15 ° conical nozzle
are shown in Table X. A conical nozzle was chosen for most of the
tests because such a nozzle gives results closer to an isentropic
expansion than does a bell nozzle. Assumption of an isentropic
expansion is vital to determination of gamma.
Table XI shows results for a compressed nozzle. Gamma is not
reported for all of the tests since the nozzle is not isentropic.
The lower Pc/Pe values and lower apparent gamma reflect a higher
pressure along the wall downstream of the throat region. This is
to be expected, due to the curvature. To make this nozzle give
proper pressure ratios near the exit, a conical extension with a
small half-angle would haveto be added.
--45
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TEST DATA
Run Pch
2AX- psia
3990 987
994
3991 639
675
3992 718
748
3993 838
875
948
3995 N o
4000 720
728
720
728
4001 794
789
794
789
Tch I Ae/At
91
174
90
190
76
140
76
143
,oi
l_M ]
Data
96
113
96
113
80
115
80
115
4.06
9.1
4002 945 110 4.06
945 II0 9.1
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TABLE X
FOR NEAT NITROGEN AND CONICAL NOZZLE
4011 N o D a t a
4012 N o D a t a
4013 1026 161 9.1
974 243
4014 1135 168 9.1
912 222
Experimental
Pc/Pe
33.6 1. 390
34.0 1. 395
33.5 -1. 388
34.3 1. 399
33.9 1. 394
33.9 1. 394
34.0 1.395
34.3 1. 399
33 7 1 """
34.2 i. 398
34.2 1. 398
34.6 1. 403
129.6 1. 433
131.1 1. 438
34.5 1. 402
34.2 1. 398
129.7 1. 434
128.9 1. 431
34.0 1. 393
130.1 1.435
130.9 1. 437
128.2 1. 429
130.3 1o 435
128.3 Io 429
Theoretical J Chamber
Pc/Pe _ Size
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
34.1
118.9
115.0
34.1
34.1
118.9
115.0
34.!
116.5
116.9
116.9
116.9
116.9
1.396 Large
1.396
1.396
1.396
1o396 ,,
1.396
1.396 -
1.396
i._u_
M
1.396
1.396
1.400
1.398
1.396 o
1.396
1,400
1,398
1.396 0,
1.394
Small
1.396
1o 394
1.396
I. 394 *
% Error
in Gamma
n A
m _.-R
+ 0.i
+ 0.I
+0.5
+2.3
+ 2.8
+ 0.I
+0.1
+ 2.4
+2.5
+28
+2.5
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TABLE XI
m_m _im£ _Trl_lnr 1kT1_£_ _TIrlN_ TTOT_
COMPRESSED NOZZLE* AND THE SMALL CHAMBER
Run
2AX-
4015
4016
4017
Pc
ps_a
1012
1025
1012
1025
1088
11OR
!NOO
_vu_
1105
T C
OF
122
167
122
167
134
1R1
!,'_A
181
Ae/A t
7.0
11.0
7_o
11 0,,L ,,a. i
Experimental
Pc/Pe _'
61.8
60.3
156.2
164.0
62.6
2=3
168.5
171.2
1203
1207
1203
1207
140
185
140
185
7.0
II.0
65.3
64.4
185.7
186.3
1.292
Theoretical
Pc/Pe
78°9
78.9
155.7
155.7
78.9
78.9
i_ 7Ja _ t,.oo
155.7
78.9
78.9
155.7
155.7
1.395
1.395
1.394
1.394
1.395
!.395
39 _
1. 394
1.395
1.395
I. 394
1. 394
*Compression factor equals approximately 0.25.
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I The average values of gamma for the conical nozzle and the
average errors are shown below. The error is within the scatter
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
andexpected_ whicherr°r'bebUtduethereto is a significant positive trend at
I 9.1 may an improper diameter measurement, to
faulty calibration of the instrumentation, or to a higher dependence
0_ _ _n t_perature.
I E - 4.06 Average _ - 1.3 958
Theoretical_ - 1.3960
Error _ -. 015%
E-9.1 Average _ 1.433
Theoretical_ 1.397
Error - +2.51%
48
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Tests performed with neat CF 4 show a similar trend to
a higher_ at E = 9.1. This time, however, the theoretical
values also have some trend in this direction. This is to be
which in turn leads to a higher _ and _.
in the properties data for neat CF 4. The average values of
and the differences are shown beloW:
i E - 4.06 Average 7 = 1.1813
Theoretical T = 1.1788
i Error = +0.21%
The results are tabulated In Table XII. There is a general
tendency for _ to be slightly higher than the theoretical value.
The amount of error, however, is too small to justify changes
gamma
i F.- 9 1 Average _ = 1 1999e e
Error ,', +0.86_
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Run
2AX-
4003
4004
4005
4006
4007
4008
4019
1072
1091
1072
1091
1131
1118
1131
1118
656
1046
1050
1046
1050
856
853
856
853
937
945
937
945
594
594
TEST DATA
98
117
98
117
96
104
96
104
77
98
120
98
120
84
115
84
115
98
124
98
124
100
100
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TABLE XlI
FOR NEAT CF 4 IN THE CONICAL NOZZLE
Ae/At
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
Experimenta I
Pc/P e "_"
22.6 1. 180
22.7 1. 181
71.0 1. 203
71.7 1. 206
23.0 1. 189
23.0 1. 189
72.5 1. 211
72.2 1. 209
23.3 1_ 197
23.1 1. 191
71.3 1. 204
71.5 1. 205
22.1 1. 170
22.4 1. 178
68.8 1. 192
69.6 1. 195
22.7 1. 182
22.8 1. 185
71.3 1. 204
70.3 1. 199
22.2 1. 171
21.9 1. 166
71.9 1. 208
68.5 1. 190
22.5 1. 178
67.8 1.186
Theoretical
Pc_e T
23.1 1.180
22.6 1.175
68.5 1.190
67.8 1.185
23.1 1.180
22.9 1.178
68.3 1.191
23.5 1.190
235 1o186
23.1 1.180
70.2 1.198
69.4 1.193
23.1 1.180
22.6 1.174
68.8 1.192
61.5 1.184
23.4 1.183
22.8 1.175
69.3 1.194
67.3 1.186
23.1 1.180
22.5 1.173
68.5 1.190
69.3 1.183
23.1 1.180
68.5 1.190
Chamber
Size
Large
b
W'
Small
n
% Error
in Gamma
0
+0.5
+ 1.0
+1.8
+0.8
+0.9
+1.7
+1.5
+0.9
+0.9
+0.5
+ 1.0
-0.8
+0.3
0
+0.9
-0.1
+0.8
+0.8
+1.0
-0.8
-0.6
+1.5
+0.6
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C. Tests of CF_4__ 2 and CF4/CHClFg/N 2 Mixtures
the 9 tests conducted with CF4/N 2 mixtures, 8 yieldedOf
useful data. There was a trend toward a positive error, par-
tlcularly in the 6 = 9.1 cases. The average error or difference
in gamma for the _ = 4.06 cases was +0,73% with a scatter of
4. T_. A--he average error for the _ - 9.1 cases was + i.70%
wlth a scatter of 3.3%. (The scatter for the_=4,06 cases
does not include a point with a 4.4% error and the scatter
in the E - 9.1 cases does not include a point with a -1 1%
error). Table XIII shows the experimental data for these
mixtures.
I Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the variation in gamma withmixture ratio for the E = 4.06 and the E - 9ol cases, respectively.
The experiments with neat gases shown at the edges were run
wlth chamber temperatures near lO0°Y incYlcating the gamma
I values shown. The mixtures had chamber betweentemperatures
i00 to 264°F, with most temperatures between 150 and 250°F.
The lower gammas expected with the higher temperatures are
m shaded bands indicate the range ot the experimental points
(except those excluded in determining the scatter). The straight
line approximations, indicated by the thin lines, are assuming
the chamber temperature remained in the neighborhood of 100°F.I
I
I
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I TEST DATA FOR N2/CFA MIXTURE USING
, con zcla.,---R'6'Z'ZL_
,')&Y I '
i.  iol i 18.o 147| I [ 903 ioo 9.1
I [810147
n 4010.l 71.0129.0 i 587 lO3 4.o6
I I 103_ 9.1| ,o_ _o I , I oo_ _3, ,o_
J I I 999 156I / oo1 134 9.1
i I I I 999 I 156 .
i
4020 24.3 75.7 901 166 4.06
I 905 228901 166 9.1
905 228|
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
4021 24.3 75.7
4022 24.3 75.7
1031 183 4.06
1033 249
1031 183 9.1
1033 249
1115 230 4.06
1077 264
1115 230 9_1
1077 264
4023
4024 44.7 55.3
No Data
998 162 4.06
989 206
998 162 9.1
989 206
4025 45.2 805 4.06
809
805 _. 1
809
*Asterisk denotes large chamber.
ExperimenCal I
29.65 1.321 28.8
30°22 1,331 28'4
106.3 1.357 95.2
107.2 1. 360 93.3
32.0 1.362 28.7
30.15 1.320 28.6
105.6 1.352 93.6
22.5 1.178 22.2
22.4 1.176 22.0
69.5 1.195 67.1
70.i 1.198 66.1
Theoretical
1.305
1.298
1.314
1.306
1. 305
1. 303
1,312
1.172
1.167
1.182
1.176
22.3 1.174
22.76 1.184
68.57 1.190
70.77 1.202
22.95 1.188
22.9 1.187
70.96 1.203
70.37 1.200
22.9 1. 187
22.93 1. 188
70.26 1. 199
70.53 1. 201
23.7 1. 205
25.44 1.241
75.94 1. 229
86.4 1. 278
26.06 1. 253
25.6 io 245
84° 0 1. 267
86.0 1. 276
23.2
70.6
23.0
68.2
23.0
23.0
67.7
68.0
22.5
22.3
68.3
67.2
25.0
23.9
78.2
77.8
25.2
24.8
79.3
78.3
1.191
1.201
1.179
1.188
1.188
1.188
1.184
1.186
1.179
1.173
1.189
1.182
1.232
1.222
1.240
1.238
1.238
1.229
1.245
1.240
%Error
in Gamma
+1.2
+2,5
+3.3
+4.1
+ 4.4
+1.3
+ 3.0
+0.5
+ 0.8
+ 1.1
+1.9
- 1.4
- 1.4
+0.9
+1.2
0
-0.I
+1.6
+1.2
+0.7
+1.3
+0.8
+1.6
-,2.2
+1.6
- I.I
+3.2
+1.2
+1.3
+1.8
+2.9
All remaining runs utilized the smail chamber.
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TEST
•Run
2AX
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
% N2
45.2
45.5
45.5
65.1
65.8
_CF 4
54.8
54.5
54.5
34.9
34.2
Pch
psia
748
621
748
621
1105
1103
1105
1103
915
922
915
1108
1108
903
839
903
839
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TABLE XIII ,(Con't)
DATA FOR N2/CF 4 MIXTURE
CONICAL NOZZLE
USING
-Cn
129
173
129
173
158
224
158
c'b 6"_ J
169
J232
169
191
191
150
192
150
192
Ae/At
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4.06
9.1
4006
9.1
4.06
9.1
Experimental
Pc/Pe T
25.94 1.252
26.0 1.253
87°87 1.284
87.1 10281
24.57 10223
26.4 1.260
77093 1.238
87 1 , n,,
26.07 1.253
26.2 1.257
86.8 1.279
29.46 10317
104.04 1.349
29.2 1.311
29.2 1.311
101.1 10338
101.5 1o339
Theoretical
Pc/Pe _"
25.4 1. 240
24.9 lo231
79.0 1. 244
7706 1.237
25.1 1.235
24.5 1.221
79.5 1.246
# 8 ell .I.. _e.J'2t
25.0 1.232
24.4 1. 220
79.0 1. 244
27.1 1.274
90.0 1. 293
27.5 1. 282
27.2 1.275
89.5 1.291
89.3 1. 290
Error
in Gamma
+ 1.0
+1.8
+3.2
+3.6
- 1.0
+3.2
-0.6
+1.7
+ 3.0
+2.8
+3.4
+4.3
+2.3
+2.8
+3.6
+3.8
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-------- Straight line approximation
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temperature
Range of data, variable
temperature
!
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Figure 15.
40 60 80
% CF 4 in Nitrogen
Gamma o_ CF4/N 2 Mixtures vs. Mixture Ratio
for _ ffi 4.06
100
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B
A
0 2O 40 60
% CF4 in Nitrogen
80
Figure 16. Gamma of CF4/N2 Mixtures vs. Mixture Ratio
at E = 9.1 ...._ /_
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Table XIV shows test data for both binary and ternary
mixtures containing CHCIF 2. Since the simulant was partially
liquified when loading the tank, the mixtures (computed by
Dalton's mixing law) are in doubt for runs 3996 through 3999.
_u_, mvA_ _'Z w_ pAuuau_ pA_D_ut _U_U COm_uted and
the lower-than-theoretical gammas tend to verify this since
the usual error was positive, and in this case it is negative.
The degree of error iS too small, however, to. draw any
definite conclusions.
Runs 4031 to 4033 used gaseous CHC1F 2 only. Since the
quantity of CHC1F 2 is small, the data is dominated by the
N2/CF 4 mixture behavior. The errors, however, are about the
same as for the other mixtures, averaging out to +1.78%
with a scatter of 4.9%.
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D. Expected Errors and Observed Differences
The following expected relative error estimates have been
provided by the test instrumentation group, based on past experience:
(I) Error in reading Rcal trace
(2) Error in reading data trace
(3) Teledyne pickup error
(4) Pressure calibration error
(5) Temperature calibration error
1.0%
I. 0%
1.o%
1.5% (Pexh)
O. 2_ (Peh)
3.3%
These estimates can be used as coefficients of varlatlon which
are well suited to estimating average expected errors on computed
I values. As an example, consider a computed value, 7./(x_y_ , which isfound by multiplication of two measured errors in the respective values.
The expected errors in the measured values are taken equal to the
standard deviation computed from the data: i.e., ZIX=_X and_y_=V]/.
I The relative errors (coefficients of variation) are
,_/_= _x/_ , _I× =_//y _ _'u'/u. =.__/'_
A Taylor series expansion gives
which results in the variation (_'_) being estimated by
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
Dividing by (xy)2 we obtain
If the coefficients of variation are denoted by V_._tj , then _/r3 becomes
A similar analysls would show that if _- = x/y we still obtain
In reducing the nozzle flow test data, divisions and multipli-
cations are performed in several steps on the measured values as
follows:
(I) A multiplication constant K is determined in the calibration
process to glve K=PSIG/inch.
(a) For exhaust pressures, the coefficient of variation of
the calibration pressure is estimated to be 1.5%. K is
determined by measuring the R Cal with a 1% variation.
K w=
Calibration Pressure
P Ca1 Reading 7 therefore, _/_ m_(_.)z+ j.o'=l._ _
-- 58
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(b) Similarly for chamber pressures
(2) A data point reading is made with an expected reading
error of 1.0_ and then the corresponding pressure is determined
by multiplying this value by K.
(a) Pch = Ko(Readtng) _o = 4V_ + Ve,_ " -_" /,'/-7..
(b) Pexh = K-(Readlng) _ ...++]vl<z ,+ V_ z _" 2°/ Z
I (3) If we ignore the error introduced in converting from
I
I
I
I
I
PSIG to PSIA (adding approximately 14.4) we get an estimated
coefficient of variation for the pressure ratio of Vp_ =_= _'_
The effect on _ of this average expected error in
Pch/Pexh is shown below:
Ae/At=4
Expected
Pc/Pe error (%)
z4.o 1.2 (_ -z.zs)
23.0 i.i tl =i._)
27.8 1.0 (_ =1.3)
33.6 0.9 (_ -1.4)
Ae/At=9 60.71 0.9 (_ =1.15)
69.37 0.8 (_r =1.2)
90.9-1 0.7 (/" =1.3)
116.85 0.7 (_ =1.4)
I
I
I
If we use 2r limits, a _ relative error in the test values
would not be unexpected. Visual inspection of the data shows that
the "errors'* are random but exist in the following apparent
patterns: (The term "error" is used here for deviation from
theoretical).
(1) The errors In the mixtures are, in general, greater than
the errors in the "neat" cases. This is to be expected
because of the uncertainty of using a straight-line
approximation.
I (2) In some cases+ greater errors seem to be associated with
the small chamber. ""
I
I
I
I
(3)
(4)
Two measurements were made on each run. The relative error
is, in general, greater for the latter of the two
measurements.
Greater error occurs in the higher area ratio measurements.
There also seems to be a tendency for even greater error
to occur when the exit pressure is below ambient pressure.
--59 --
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The larger errors indicated for the tests involving mixtures of
gases can stem from three sources. The first possibility is that
the gases do not mix according to the assumed gas law so that the
use of the VanderWaal's Equations in the theoretical analysis is
not adequate. The second possibility lies in the errors inherent
in the mixing processes. The mixtures were not measured by weight
but were determined by pressure and temperature measurements and
then computed by VanderWaal's and Dalton's equatiomm.
The third possible source of error in the mixture data may
stem from use of the shall chamber. A comparison of the nitrogen
runs in the two chambers shows that the relative error introduced
by using the small chamber is noticeably larger than the error
found in tests using the large chamber.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Theoretical Conclusions and Recommended Simulants
•A'--ne theoretical screening and seiectionprocess is com-
pletely adequate for selecting simulants for a known set of
conditions. Gamma and Mach number can be matched simultaneously
using either neat or mixed fluorocarbons depending on the actual
system being simulated. The gases most useful to simulation
and their qualitative extent of simulating the viscous flow
parameter are summarized below. C2F 6 is omitted at high altitudes
and Mach numbers due to the possibility of condensation.
Approximate
Altitude
Range
0-40,000 ft.
0-30,000 ft.
0-100,000 ft.
Mach
No.
0-3.0
0-3.5
0-3,0
0-5.0
Gas or
Mixture
_m4/_Zm 6 / _2
CF4/C2H2F2/N2
C2F6/N 2
CF 4
Viscous Flow
Simulation
Fair
Fair
Good
Poor
I Higher altitudes may be possible with CF4 depending on the stag-nation temperature allowed in the wind-tunnel. If the wind tunnel
could duplicate the actual atmospheric temperatures at altitude
regardless of Mach number_ the C2F6-containtng mixtures could
I be used the entire At exit ofover range. plane pressures approx-
imately 6 psia, C2F 6 will condense to a solid if the Mach number
exceeds 3 with a tunnel total temperature of 700OF. If tunnel
I temperature can be increased, so then can the Mach number whileusing C2F 6.
1
I
I
I
I
Neat CF 4 is useful, but at the expense of the viscous
flow similitude. This is due to the higher chamber temperature
required to simulate gamma.
Use of C2H2F2 in a mixture extends the Mach number slightly
due to its higher vapor pressure at low temperatures. This gas,
however, is questionable from a flammability standpoint° Care
would have to be taken that its concentration never exceeds 5%
of the total air supply in the tunnel. This is believed to be
an easy requirement to meet, and it is non-toxic.
II
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I Figure 17 is a comparison of gamma values obtained with three
previously used simulatlon methods, CF4 and a CF4/C2F6/N 2 mixture.
Note that CF 4 and the ternary mixture both come within 2% of the
I required value _ for the F-I engine, whereas other methodsof
do not.
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I 1o35
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I 1o30
I
io ,2--5
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I I015
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i /i ./ /
i
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I/ / /
Requ ire d ._.Value .......
//
/ / I ,t I
/" , " 1
• • •/' ! r _ _ •
N 2 or Air H202 ** Mixture * C.F4 SF 6
• CF4/C2F6/N 2 Mixture
• * Deeomuosition Products of H20 _
Figure 17 Typical Gamma Values of Selected Simuiant
Mixture* Compared with N2, H202"*, CF 4 and SF 6,
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I B. Concluslons from the Experimental Results
'(
I Mixtures of CF 4 and N2 have demonstrated a reasonably closeagreement with theoretical results. The errors encountered were
of the same general magnitude as the expected scatter (See Sect.
i V-D). The systematic errors were considered too small tojustify changing the th oretical properti s data at this time.
Mixtures can, however, be changed slightly in accordance with data
of the type illustrated in Figure 15o It is concluded that
I CF 4 has been well characterized and is ready for use in specific
applications.
I
CHCIF2, which was used to gain additional experience
with mlxtures, is not considered a candidate. Difficulties
in mixing and determining mixture ratios, along with dubious
data and condensation problems combined to eliminate it from
consideration. The fact is also established that no slmulant
in its general boiling point category kay be considered.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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C. Recommendations
It is recommended that a ternary mixture and neat CF 4 be
considered for use in specific applications. Steps leading to
this should include:
(1) A choice based on analytical work, between C2F 6
and C2H2F 2 in the ternary mixture. _.
(2)
(3)
Design of a test nozzle approximating the actual
engine to be simulated.
A study of the turbine exhaust similitude requirements,
leading to the selection of a simulant for that portion
of the flow.
(4) Tests with improved measurement capabilities on
the ternary mixture selected, using the nevly
designed nozzle.
(5) r_ign _.d construction of the wind-tunnel model
engine cluster according to the similitude requirements
set forth in this report.
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i APPENDIX A
I PROGRAM NO, DI1981 "CHARACTERIZATION OF SIMULANT FLUIDS"
FLOW CHART|
/_ I Mol. wts. of gases, Vander Waal's constants, coeffi-
Ii _Lf---_ cients for Cp equations, no. of gases, wts. of gases,
J chamber temp., chamber press., exhaust pressure.
I
q h
I _ :_E_/(_I.jJ_,k._ I,_ _._,
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i PROGRAM NO. Dl198(Con' t)
I
I V3P - (bP+RT) V aV-ab=0, a and b are ander aal s constants
I Using Newton's method to solve for V:
f (V) = V3p - (bP÷RT) V2 + aV - ab
fq(V) - 3V2p-2 (bP+RT) V + a
i Vn = RT/P
V + V _ V3P-(bP+RT) V2+aV-ab| o 1=o
= M1
I -- 1000 V +1 _ -
| Ar (Y--l) /" I_-_-_J J7--t. L_" - I_)- - J
I OUTPUT:
Chamber: Pressure; Temperatu_cific Heat; Density; Gamma.
I Exhaust : Pressure; Temperature; Specific Heat ; Density ; Gamma.
Specific Impulse, Exhaust Velocity, Area Ratio, Gamma Bar,
Average Molecular Wt., Exhaust Mach Number.
/'2- {_ No Yes _(_ STOP )
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APPENDIX A {Con, t)
EQUATIONS FOR PROGRAM Dl198
Tex = T_
/1.987
Cpmixturech
Cpmixturech -1.987)
degrees Kelvin)
_sp = _=._o I _Pmixture n _'c-'e,
"
lO00.w' '
w = total weight of ingredients
f,%(_
_eXo == Cp mixture ex.
(_p mixture ex.
Vexh. = velocity at exhaust = Isp x 32.174
I v_h _
Mach No° exh° =JYexh..R . 32o174 Te /where Te Is in °"R
| "
y3p -- (bP + RT) V2 + aV - ab = 0 (where a and b are Vander Waal's
constants) ('7)
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APPENDIX A {Con'S)
Using Newton's convergence to solve the above equation for V
(V) = 3V2p - 2 (bP + RT) V + a
Vn =
E r.
RT
P
C3P - (bP + RT) V2 + aV - abl
= V n -- -- ...........
3V2P - 2 (bP + RT) V + a
M1
1000 Vn + 1
I°
c.-_+ _,i"_xh
i
2 _+1
jJ
(/o2
_J
-- 71
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1
10
20
30
31
PROGRAM NO_DilgB;SI_ULANT FLUID CHARACTERIZATION.
200 ABCONS
53 IS HIGHEST STATEMENT NUMBER
DIMENSION X(30) Y(60) C(70) 6(60) Z(40)
H(20) 1(5) J(5) D(BO)
X21 IS THE CHAMBER PRESSURE, X22 IS THE EXHAUST
PRSSURE. X20 AND X23 IS THE CHAHBER TEMPER&TURE
OUTPUT
X24,X25 ARE THE EXHAUST TEMPERATURE. Yl IS GAHMA.
Y2 IS ]SP. YIO IS CP BAR IN THE CHAMBER.
Y4 !_ THE CHAN_E NF HEA T CONTENT BETWEEN CHAM_ER
AND EXHAUST. Y11 IS CP BAR AT EXHAUST. Y7 IS
GAHMA AT EXHAUST. Y8 IS VELOCITY AT EXHAUST.
Y9 IS MACH NUHBER AT EXHAUST.
Zl .... Zll ARE DENSITIES
Z21.,,Z31 ARE DENSITIES. Y14 IS AREA RATIO
READ
X23_273.15.
X12_0; YS_O
10,J2,1,1,
Y4*YIO*YS*(
Y2-(294.98)
20,J2,1,1,
Z17_D(4*J2-
+D(4*J2-
Yll_YZl+Z1
Y7_Y11/(Y11
YB_(Y2)*32.
Y9_Y8/SQRT.
<2(E)>
TXI...XJ1
TGI,,.GJ1
(X20-32.0)I1.8
I Y11-Ol Z14_01 Z18_0_ Y3*O
J1,
X12_XZ2*X(J2)
YS_YS*XJ2/GJ2
Z13*D(4*J2-4)+D(4eJ2"3}_X23+D(4*J2"2)*X23_? N
*D(4*J2-1)*X23t3
Y3_Y3+Z13*XJ2/GJ2
YIO_Y3/Y5
G12_X12/Y5
X24*X23/(X21/X22)_(1.98_l_lO)
X25*((X24-273.tSi*toSI÷32.U
Yl_Y10/(YlO-l.gB7)
X23-X24)/lOOO.
*SORT.(Y4/X12)
J1,
4)+Df4*J2-3)*X24÷D(4*J2-2)*_24_
1)*X24e3
7*XJ2/(GJ2*YS)
-1,987)
174
(Y7*1545e32.t74*l.8*X24/G12)
50,J2,1,1,J1o
MO*.O82*X23*14.7/X21
I1"-1
GO TO 31 IF CJ2=O
Y21_CJ2*X2t/14.7÷.O82*X23
Y22_CJ2*C(J2÷20)
Y23_CJ2*X22/14.7+.OB2*X24
30,I1,0,1,7,
H(II÷I)_HI1 -((((NI193)*X21/14,7)-Y21*(HI_2)_
C(J2+20) *HIt-Y22)I((3*(H]l_2)*X21/14.7)
-2*Y21*HII÷C(J2÷20))I
GO TO 31IF H(I1÷1)-H]l<O.O01
ZJ2 *GJ2 l(lO00.mH(II+l))
HO_.O82*X24e14°7/X22
Ii_'1
GO TO 41 IF CJ2=O
40,I1,0,1,7,
H(II+l)*HI1-((((HI193)*X22/14.7)-Y23*(HI1_2)÷ N
N
N
M
N
M
M
1'4
M
M
M
M
H
M
M
M
!
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
!
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
4O
41
5O
C(J2÷20) *HI1-Y22)I((3*(HI1_2)*X22/14.7) N
-2*Y23*HIl*C(J2*20)))
GO TO 41IF H(I1+t}=HIt(O.O01
Z(J2+20)_GJ2 t(1000.*H(11+1))
Z14_Z14+XJ2/ ZJ2
Z18*Z18*XJ2/Z(J2+20)
Z15*X12/Zt4
Z16*X12/Z1B
Y12_(Yl÷Y7)12
Y13_(2/(Y12÷l))tI(Y12÷l)/I2*IY12-1)))
Y14.((X221X21)_(llY12))QS_RT.((21(Y12-$))*(1- N
((X221X21)t((Y12-l|IY12))))
Y15_Y13/Y14"
<R25, $ AT CHAHBER $,E>
PTX21TX22
<R10,$ PCH. : S, 4D.3Z,12S, S P EX. : S,4_.37,E>
PTX20TX25
<R10,$ TCH : $,4D.3Z,t3S,STEX. : $,-4D.27,E>
PTYIOTY1
<R10,$ CP BAR = S,4D.3Z, gS,$ GAHHA = ¢,2D.
3Z,E>
PTY2
<R10,$ ISP = $,4Do2Z,E>
PTZ15
(R10,$ DENSITY CH. = $, 2D.4Z,E>
<R25,$ AT EXHAUST $, E>
PTYllTY7
<R10,$ CP EXH. = $,4D.3Z,8$, $ GAHHA = $,2D.
3Z,E>
PTY8
(RIO,S VELOCITY = $, 6D.3Z,E>
PTY9
<R10,$ MACH NO. EXH. = $,3D.2Z,E>
PTZI&
<R10,$ DENSITY EXH. = $, 2D.4Z,E>
<2(E)>
PTY12
(RIO, $ GAMMA B&R • $, 2D.3Z,E>
PTY15
<RIO, $ AE/AT = $, 3D.2Z,E>
PTG12
(R10,$ AVE,HOL,WT. • $, 3D._Z,E>
<2(E)>
GO TO 1
HALT
PROGRAH END
00100:28
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APPENDIX B
THERMODYNAMIC DATA AND SIMULANT PERFORMANCE
The followlng pages contain the equations and known thermo-
dynamic data which have been used in simulant characterization
and screening. The final series of tables (unnumbered) illustrate
the performance parameters obtained with several simulants. Since
CF 4 has been found to be the most applicable simulani ingredient
there is an approprlately larger amount of performance data on
CF 4. Theoretlcal graphs and tables appearing earlier in this
report are based on these data.
Most of the data shown below have been supplied by the
DuPont Company's Freon Products Division. Other sources were:
The Matheson Co.; Air Products, Inc., Union Carbide, The JANAF
Thermochemical Tables, NBS Bulletins, Refs. 5 and 21, and
empirical estimates made at Thiokol-RMD.
In the following table of force constants and viscosities,
_-8 the low velocity collision diameter in angstrom units,
I 6/K is the intermolecular force constant and/_ is the vis-cosity in micropoise.
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1
COMPOUND
Ar
CBrF 3
CC1F
3
CC12F 2
CHC1F 2
CHF 3
CH2C1F
CH2F 2
CH3C1
CH3F
CO2
N 2
N20
SF 6
7-
3. 542
5.01
4.96
5.25
4= 662
4.68
4.33
4.48
4.08
4. 182
3.73
3. 941
3. 798
3.828
5. 128
EiK
93.3
235.
188.
253.
]34_
261.
240.
318.
318.
350.
333.
195.2
71.4
232.4
i 222.1
I
FORCE
100
87.7
53.5
50.6
42.5
62,4
44.7
48.7
40.3
42.3
38.3
40.3
51.1
72.4
50.
51.8
(._JN_'I'ART__LND Vl_Uu_mr_"
, 200 300
229.0
159.4
150.2
126.3
176.7
132.4
144.8
116.6
122.5
109.4
115.8
152.
177.7
149.2
154.6
166.0
106.5
101.9
84.1
123.9
88.1
96.7
77.2
81.1
72.5
76.7
102.8
131.3
99.7
i
i 103.6
1
5804-F
TABLE
• S FOR CANDIDATE SIMULANT GASES
Viscosity,_tat
400 500
282.9
208.3
193.1
165.9
174.3
189.6
155.
162.9
145.9
154.2
196.
217.2
94.8
.3
330.6
252.7
231.5
I 202.1
262,7
212.7
230.3
191.3
201.
180.9
190.8
235.4
252.7
236.2
243.3
temperatures (OK)
6O0
374.4
293.3
266.6
235.3
_99_ 6
247.9
267.5
225.
236.5
213.8
224.9
271.4
285.4
274.
! 281 8
700
415.3
330.9
299.1
266.1
333.6
280.6
302.
256.4
269.5
244.5
256.8
304.8
315.6
309.1
317.5
'- 8oo 900
453.8
366.2
329.4
294.9
365.5
311.3
334.4
285.9
300.5
273.4
286.7
335.9
344.
342.
350.9
490.1
399.4
358,
322.2
395.9
340.3
364.4
313.8
329.8
300.8
315.
365.3
371,
372.
382.4
I000
524.7
431,
385.1
347.9
425.
367.7
393.9
340.3
357.6
326.8
341.9
393.1
397.1
402.4
412.3
"I
J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
m
I
i
I
I
I
I
i
I
i
I
VAN DER
FLUID
CC1F 3
SF 6
CF4
N2
CHF 3
CH3Cl
CO 2
CHClF 2
N20
CBrF3
C2F6
C2H2F 2
APPENDIX B (Con't)
TABLE XVI
WAAL'S CONSTANTS FOR SIMULANT
V3p - (bP+RT) V2+aV-ab = 0
a
0.081
0.0881
0. 0632
0. 0386
0. 06425
0. 0648
0. 0428
0. 0777
0. 04415
0.08918
0. 1021
0.071131
n 76 m
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FLUIDS :
b
6. 769
7.771
3.98
i. 346
5, 3178
7. 469
3.6
7. 936
3. 782
8. 3966
8. 2749
5. 9698
APPENDIX B (Con't)
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TABLE ][VII
EQUATIONS DESCRIBING SI_JLANT SPECIFIC HEATS
(1) CC12F2
Cp = 3.472 + 6.801 x 10 -2 T - 8.412 x 10 -5 T2 + 3.872 x 10-8 T3
I (2) SF 6
I (3)
!
(4)
!
i (5)
Cp
-0.8929 + 1.107 x 10-1 T -1.118 x 10 -4 T 2 + 3.46 x 10-8 T3
CF4
Cp = 4.624 + 3.686 x 10-2 T -8.027 x 10-6 T2 -1.386 x 10-8 T3
N2
Cp = 7.232 -1.935 x 10-3 T + 3_768 x 10 -6 T2 -1.086 x 10 -9 T 3
CH2F 2
Cp = 8.089 -6.700 x 10 -3 T + 6.106 x 10 -5 T2 -4.743 x 10- 8 T3
(6) CH3CI
Cp = 8.2799 -9.378 x 10 -3 T + 6.168 x 10 -5 T 2 -4.684 x 10 -8 T3
(7)
(8)
CO 2
Cp = 5.125 + 15.224 x 10-3 T -9.681 x 10 -6 T2 + 2.313 x 109 T3
CHClF2
Cp = 5.780 + 2.631 x 10 -2 T + 9.043 x 10 -7 T2 -1.369 x 10 -8 T 3
(9) CCIF 3
Cp = 3.810 + 0.05429 T -4.99 x 10 -5 T2 + 1.493 x 10 -8 T3
I
I
I
I
(10)
(ii)
(12)
CHF 3
Cp -- 6. 554 + 1.180 x 10 -2 T + 3.443 x 10 -5 T2 - 3.609 x 10 -8 T3
CH2CIF
Cp = 7.394 + 3.947 x 10 -3 T + 4.096 x 10 -5 T2 - 3.638 x 10 -8 T3
N20
Cp - 6. 529 + 10. 515 x 10 -3 T - 3. 571 x 10 -6 T 2
I -- 77 --
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(14)
(15)
(16)
"7"/,_,_o#
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APPENDIX B (Con't)
TABLE XVII, (Con't)
EQUATIONS DESCRIBING SIIfULANT SPECIFIC HEATS
CBrF3
Cp .= 2.097 + 2.916 x 10 -2 T -3. 151 *x 10-5 T2 + 1.263 x 10 -8 T 3
C2F6
Cp = 9.29 + 6.024 x 10 -2 T -2.396 x 10 -5 T2
C 2
2.849 x 10 -2 T -1.04 x 10 -5 T
C2CIF_
Cp -- b3.._=_o + 5._vu=n°x =vln-2 T -2.=v="nAA- I0 -5 T2
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GAS - CF 4
o
BOILING POINT - 198.4 F
5804-F
850 700 550 400 212 77
I
I
Pc/Pe
_e
Me
1000/14.696 = 68.05
1.115 1.124 1.137 1.156
3.04 3.03 3.03 3.03
1. 192
3.04
1.233
3.04
|
gB
I
Pc/Pe
v
a e
Me
1000/6.70 = 149.25
I I_ I 3_ I _AA _ _A
3.37 3.36 3.36 3.37
10NA
3.38
1 e)_N
3.39
I
I
Pc/Pe
4Ye
He
1000/2.14 = 467.29
1.127 1.139 1.155 1.178
3.83 3.82 3.82 3.83
1.224
3.86
1.275
3.89
I
I
Pc/Pe
Ye
_e
1000/1.33 - 758.87
1.131 1.143 1.160 1.185
4.01 4.00 4.01 4.02
1. 232
4.05
1.286
4.09
I
I
Pc/Pe
Ye
Me
1000/0.50 = 2000
1.139 1.152 1.171 1.198
4.39 4.38 4.39 4.41
I. 251
4.46
1. 310
4.52
I
I
I
COST: $5.00/lb.
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I
I
I
GAS - CHF 3
O
BOILING POINT - 115.7 F
Pex, psia
Pch, psla 1000 _ 650
Tch , F 700 550 400 700 550 400
14.696 _ 14.696
Tex, F
I Cp CH
_cH
Density CH
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
/ Sx
Density Ex
Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
Mach No.
I
I
I
I
I
Isp
T
Ae/A t
M
I
I
282.60 167.91 51.15
18.796 17.636 16.111
1.118 1.127 1.141
.0902 .1036 .121_
290 260 230
14.744 13.324 11.851
1.156 1.175 1.201
.0021 .0024 .0030
200 175 145
2367.9 2194.5 2004.2
3.04 3.04 3.04
73.60 68.21 62.29
1.137 1.151 1.171
10.12 9.81 9.41
70.019
317.19 199.12 79.03
18.796 17.636 16.111
1.118 1.127 1.141
.0588 .0673 .079!
15.159 13.715 12.202
1.151 1.169 1.195
• 0020 .0023 .0029
210 180 150
2267.7 2102.9 1922.4
2.85 2.84 2.84
70.48 65.36 59.75
1.135 1.148 1.168
7.26 7.07 6.82
70.019
Cost: $5.00/lb
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APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS - CH2F 2
,iGRJA£_IAAI_I" J_W.&A1 • _ Z[.01i.D • _" E
Pch, psia
Tch, F
Pex, psia
1000 b
700 550 400
650 _-
700 550 400
14. 696 -_14.696
Tex, F 236.48 121.25 5.38 273.70 154.97 35.48
Cp CH
Viscosity
Cp Ex
14.433 15.172 13.650
1.138 1.151 1.170
0670 n_a nan_
255 230 200
11.887 10.692 9.616
16. 433 15. 172 13 . 650
I. 138 I. 151 I. 170
. i,f _Q,# eL.n • v qu.pvv • v 9.w_.v •
12. 287 11. 032 9. 9879
I _ Ex
Density Ex
I Viscosity Ex
I Yeloclty Ex
Isp
! y
I Ae/At
R
I
1.201 1.228 1.260
.0016 .0020 .0025
165 140 110
2706.7 2501.3 2276.1
84.13 77.74 70.74
1.169 1.189 1.215
9.45 9.06 8.61
52.027
Cost: $10.00/lb
1.193 1.220 1.252
.0016 .0019 .0023
170 145 120
2595.8 2400.9 2187.6
80.68 74.62 67.99
1. 165 1.185 1.211
6.85 6.61 6.31
52. 027 •
83
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I
I Pch; psla
APPENDIX B (Con' t)
I
I
I
i
I
I
Tch, F
|
Pex, psia
'rex, F
Cp CH
¥c.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Viscosity Ch
1000
GAS - CC1F 3
BOILING POINT - 114.6OF
w
700 550 400
14.696
333.36 220.09 105.36
22.067 21.197 19.983
1.099 1.103 1.110
1409 1567 _n_+
265 260 230
Cp Ex
_Ex
Density Ex.
Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
Ikach No.
19.320 18.005 16.397
1.115 1.124 1.138
.0029 .0034 .0041
215 190 165
1968.6 1830.2 1679.4
3.03 3.03 3.03
Isp
F
Ae/At
R
61.19 56.88 52.20
1.107 1.114 1.124
10.83 10.66 10.41
104.47
REACTION MOTORS DIVISION
5804-F
650
700 550 400
14. 696 -_
364.72
22. 067
1.099
.0907
248.11 130.09
21. 197 15. 983
1. 103 1. 110
• N_I I 9QQ
19.642 18.350 16.766
1.113 1.121 1.134
.0028 .0033 .0039
220 200 160
1882.5 1750.8 1607.3
2.86 2.86 2.86
58.51 54.42 49.96
1.106 1.112 1.122
7.79 7.58 7.43
104.47
Cost: $4.50/lb
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Tex, F
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APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS-CC12F 2
/_IlTT.TIfI?, DfITWqP _ 91 P,OII?
Pch, psla I000 • 650
Tch, F 700 550 400 700 550 '400
14.696 _
Cp CH
cH
Density Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
_" Ex
Density Ex
Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
Mach No.
Isp
F
Ae/At
M
342.15 229.82" 116.78
22.727 21.987 20.984
1.096 1.099 1.105
.1721 .2067 .Z_i
254 227 203
20.498 19.357 17.897
1.107 1.114 1.125
.0033 .0039 .0047
185 165 140
1834.5 1706.8 1568.2
3.03 3.03 3.03
57.02 53.05 48.74
1.102 1.107 1.115
10.96 10.83 10.64
120.925
14.696
372.93 257.20 140.78
22.727 21.987 20.984
1.096 1.099 1.105
.Iusl .i29i .i_
20.764 19.661 18.236
1.106 1.112 1.122
.0032 .0037 .0045
195 172 147
1753.9 1632.2 1500.3
54.51 50.73 46.63
I.I01 1.106 1.113
7.76 7.68 7.57
120.925
Cost: $0.29/lb
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Pch, psla
Tch, F
Pex, psia
Tex , F
Cp c_
Ycs
Density Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
Density Ex
Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
Kach No.
Isp
T
Ae/At
M
REACTION MOTORS DIVISION
5804-F
APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS = CHCLF 2
BOILING POINT - 41.4°F
i000-----_ 650
700 550 400 700 550 400
14.696 --_ >
293.74 180.52 66.16
19.445 18.406 17.060
1.114 1.121 1.132
.1203 .i434 .i78i
260 240 210
15. 947 14. 636 13. 202
1. 142 1.157 1.177
.0024 .0031 .0036
190 165 135
2138.1 1983.8 1815.4
3.04 3.04 3.04
66.45 61.66 56.42
1.128 1.139 1.154
10.32 i0.07 9.74
86.476
14.696
327.65 210.99 93.22
19.445 18.406 17.06G
1.114 1.121 1.132
.0764 .0901 .llu_
16. 315 15. 000 13. 550
I. 139 1. 153 1. 172
.0024 • 0030 .0038
195 170 150
2046.9 1500.2 1740.3
2.85 2.85 2.85
63.62 59.06 54.09
1. 126 1. 137 1.152
7.38 7.23 7.02
86. 476
Cost : $0.97/lb
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APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS- CH3C.__I
II_TT TW_ OrtTI_T'F 1 • ROl_
Pch, psia 1000 •
Tch, F 700 550 400
Pex' psia 14.696 >
Tex, F 210.99 98.75 -13.95
Density Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
Density Ex
Viscosity Ex
Velcoity Ex
Isp
Ae/At
RM
15. 314 14. 160 12. 767
I. 149 I. 163 I. 184
• 0708 . 0844 . 1049
230 200 178
10.926 9.908 9.029
1.222 1.251 1.282
.0017 .0020 .0025
143
2724.3 2516.4 2288.6
84.67 78.21
1. 186 1. 207
9.13 8.75
50. 497 >
71.13
1.233
8.32
650 >
700 550 400
14.696 >
249.55 133.55 16.96
15.314 14.160 12.767
1.149 1.163 1.184
.0048 .0528 .0647
11.295 10.212 9.252
1.213 1.242 1.274
.0016 .0019 .0024
149 133
2614.7 2417.5 2201.5
81.27 75.14 68.43
1.181 1.202 1.229
6.65 6.41 6.13
50.492 50.492 50.492
Cost $0.50/lb
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Pch, psia
Tch; F
i
Pex, psla
Tex, F
I c-
Density Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
Density Ex
Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
Isp
T
Ae/At
M
I000
|
700
14.696
APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS - SF C
O
BOILING POINT - 82.0 F
,p
550
REACTION MOTORS DIVISION
5804-F
400
465.13 318.06 191.82
33.274 32.132 30.245
1.064 1.066 1.070
.1994 .2369 .2929
301 270 244
30. 850 28. 857 26. 169
1. 069 1. 074 1. 082
.0036 .0041 .0049
258 223 193
1716.1 1597.9 1468.7
53.34 49.66 45.65
1. 066 1.070 1. 076
11.94 11.83 11.65
146. 066
650
700
14.696
465.13
33. 274
1. 064
.1275
31.163
1.068
.0035
258
1636.3
50.86
1.066
8.36
146.066
550
339.06
32.132
1. 066
.1501
29.238
1.073
.0040
229
1523.8
47.36
1.069
8.30
w
Cost: $2.75/lb
400
210.53
30.245
1.070
.1832
26.611
1.081
.0048
197
1401.2
43.55
1.076
8.19
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O,1
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I Pch, psia
I Tch, psia
Pex, psia
I Tex , F
Cp CH
I y __-# Un
i Density Ch
Viscosity
I Cp Ex
| i Ex
Density Ex
I Viscosity Ex
Velocity Ex
!
Isp
! z
Ae/At! ,
I
I
I
REACTION MOTORS DIVISION
5804-F
APPEgDI X B (Con ' t)
ea6 - Ari
BOILING POINT - 187.6°F
1000
700 550 400
14.696 >
-245.13 -272.88 -300.63
4.970 4.970 4.970
1.666 1.666 1.666
.0509 .0587 .0694
403 370 340
4.970 4.970 4.970
1.666 1.666 1.666
.0041 .0048 .0056
112 100 88
2425.7 2263.4 2088.5
75.39 70.35 64.91
1. 666 1. 666 1. 666
4.53 4.53 4.53
39. 948 >
650
700
14.696
-204.80
4.970
1.666
.0332
4.970
1.666
.0035
130
2373.4
73.77
1. 666
3.57
39. 948
r
550
-237.77
4.970
1.666
.0383
4.970
1.666
.0040
116
2214.6
68.83
1.666
3.57
4OO
-270.74
4.970
1.666
.0452
4.970
1.666
.0047
I01
2043.5
63.51
1.666
3.57
Cost : $0.13/lb
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I APPENDIX B (Con't)
I (;AS- CO2
I
Pch' psia
!J
I Tch, F
Ji
Pex, psia
I Tex, F
I Cp, CH
Y CH
Density Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
I
I
Density Ex
I Viscosity Ex
Veloclty Ex
I Mach No.
I Isp
T
I Ae/A t
I
!M
BOILING POINT - 109.3°F
5804-F
1000
700 550 400
14.696
101.74 13.14 -73.88
11.560 11.054 10.467
1.208 1.219 1.234
.0777 .0905 .1085
290 258 245
9.029 8.525 7.993
1.282 1.304 1.331
.0017 .0021 .0025
163 141 126
2804.2 2597.6 2374.7
3.12 3.12 3.12
87.16 80.73 73.81
1.245 1.262 1.283
8.14 7.90 7.61
44.011
650
700
14.696
144.89
11.560
1.208
.0495
9.261
1.273
.0016
173
2701.2
2.90
83.96
1.240
6.01
44.011
r
55O
=
51.21
11.054
1.219
.0576
8. 746
1. 294
.0019
150
2503.8
2.90
77.82
1. 257
5.86
400
Cost: $0.17/lb
-41.00
10.467
1.234
.0687
8.198
1.320
.0023
126
2290.9
2.90
71.20
1.277
5.67
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Pch' psia
Tch , F
Pex, psta
Tex , F
Cp CH
De__nsity Ch
Viscosity Ch
Cp Ex
Ex
Density Ex
Viscosity
Velocity Ex
Mach No.
Isp
y-
Ae/A t
M
REACTION MOTORS DIVISION
5804-F
APPENDIX B (Con't)
GAS - N200
O
BOILING POINT - 129.1F
i000 > 650
700 550 400 700 550 400
14.696 _ 14.696 >
110.80 21.13 -66.03
11.821 550 10.736
1.2Q2 1.213 1.227
.0585 .0684 .0828
29O 261 237
9.503
1.264
.0017
165
2814.0
3.12
87.46
1. 233
8.32
44. 014
9. 083 8. 658
1. 280 1. 298
• 0020 .0025
142 117
2607.0 2385.1
3.13 3.13
81.03 74.13
1. 247 1. 262
8.11 7.88
r
153.64 58.96 -33.36
11.821 11.304 10.736
1.202 1.213 1.227
.0376 .0438 .0525
9.697 9.262 8.819
1.258 1.273 1.291
• 0016 .0019 .0023
176 152 125
2709.8 2512.1 2299.9
84.22 78.08 71.48
1.230 1.243 1.259
6.12 5.98 5.83
44.014
Cost: $0.60/lb
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I APPENDIX C
I EQUATIONS DESCRIBING OPERATION OF THE APPARATUS(See Nomenclature for Most Symbols)
I System Schematic_1.
! (
TANK REGULATOR HEATER (NODES) VALVE CHAMBER
I 2. Tank
a. Temp. Constant at 212°F
l b. Volume Constant at 5 ft 3
c. Pressure:
_tk = D._ -[mtA _ F.?.t/ Y_ I
"_ l_',,, l{"v _L l
I _" "f_ 'J I
(I)
I 3. Regulator
Isentropic expansion:
I
(TO is the gas temperature entering the first node of the heater.)
I
4. Heater
I For each node we have the following system of
I
equations:
ae Qgas = Cp
TM - + Tn-1_J .H ]" Wv (Tn - Tn-l) ffi Cn 2 (3)
m Tn is the output temperature of the nth node, Tn_ 1 is thegas input temperature and Tam is the metal temperature in
that node.
m b. _nm = 'rn.. + • (CpW_m y ,Q_n - Q,,.,,> .d,= l
m (Qin is the steady heat input from the electrical heaters)
-- 93 --
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(5)
" _v dt
I where Av = valve area and t x represents totaltime•
I
I
i
I
I
b•
IWV = ;'21_Av°Pr L"_RT¢ ' F (Pc_ _1
where _)- _ Pc
ExceptwhenPc_r__''-'=
__J_l instead
I
I
6. Chamber
.. io=
b. Wou t = 7.78 AnPc
_Pcl
i where F/Pat_) is
Co
I
d
I
(critical pressure).
of (Pc/Pr) in F _r
opening
n
defined in a manner similar to F/=c_
tPk/
Jwc = f (Wout -Wln) dtJ
Inn= _ (_>oJ_'_' I
Then use
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(ii)
I
I
I
94--
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5804-F
e,
•o-,oo+
_assumem mlxl.g of l.l_t _m_ with u_m,._.-'-" ram.)
(lZ)
f*
(13)
These equations were programmed on an analog computer. The
block diagram of the computer circuitry is shown on the next page
(Figure 18 ).
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APPENDIX D
Example of Data Reduction Method
The data of run No. 2AX4025 has been reproduced in Figure 19
to provide an example of how it was reduced. If there is no
pressure on the system, the positions of the galvonometer traces
are the "zero" points. These correspond to ambient temperature
and pressure. The "R-cals", provided at the beginning and end
of each day of testing indicate the level of the traces when
a known pressure siena1 is applled. The difference between the
galvonometer deflection at "zero" and "R cal" is the "net Rcal".
Similarly the difference between the deflections during a run and
at zero is called "net reading". Deflections are measured from
a datum trace at the edge of the paper.
The data is reduced as follows:
(1) Net R cam is measured in inches.
(trace 25) it is u.47u in.
In this case for Pch
(2) K value equals known pressure signal/net R cal.
this case it is 105.3 psi/inch.
In
(3) Net reading is determined. In this case 9.340 in.
(4) Net reading multiplied by K to determine Pch which is
psig.
(5) Add barometric pressure reading (taken twice each day)
giving Pch=997.80 psia.
I (6) Repeat all above steps for other pressures.
(7) The highest chamber pressure (stagnation) is divided by
i each nozzLe pressure in turn. In this case, the pressure ratiosare Pc/P_-23.71 at an area ratio of 4.06 and Pc/Pe-75.9 at an
area ratro of 9.1.
I (8) The temperature R cal represents 150 degrees F. The
zero represents ambient temperature. Knowing the ambient temperature
and the 150 degrees F trace deflection enables a relation to be found
i between Tc and deflection.
(9) Ae/At are used as inputs to the Simulant Characterization
Program (discussed in Appendix A) which computes the theoretical
i Pc/Pe and
I
I
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5804-F
I (10) Experimental _ts computed from the relatton
!
which was plotted for the two area ratios to simplify and speed
I data reduction. In the case thedescribed, theoretical _ was
1.238 at Ae/A t = 4.06 and 1.245 at Ae/At = 9.1. The
experimeBt.l+ was 1.253 at 4.06 and 1.267 at 9.1. The
I value of _ at any point may be computed by plotting T vs.Ae/A t. The _ values are then approximately equal to the T
values at twice the Ae/A t of interest. In general the values
of _ and_follow the same trends and remain close together.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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